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Abstract: Advanced air mobility (AAM) is an emerging sector in aviation aiming to offer secure,
efficient, and eco-friendly transportation utilizing electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL)
aircraft. These vehicles are designed for short-haul flights, transporting passengers and cargo between
urban centers, suburbs, and remote areas. As the number of flights is expected to rise significantly in
congested metropolitan areas, there is a need for a digital ecosystem to support the AAM platform.
This ecosystem requires seamless integration of air traffic management systems, ground control
systems, and communication networks, enabling effective communication between AAM vehicles
and ground systems to ensure safe and efficient operations. Consequently, the aviation industry is
seeking to develop a new aerospace framework that promotes shared aerospace practices, ensuring
the safety, sustainability, and efficiency of air traffic operations. However, the lack of adequate wireless
coverage in congested cities and disconnected rural communities poses challenges for large-scale
AAM deployments. In the immediate recovery phase, incorporating AAM with new air-to-ground
connectivity presents difficulties such as overwhelming the terrestrial network with data requests,
maintaining link reliability, and managing handover occurrences. Furthermore, managing eVTOL
traffic in urban areas with congested airspace necessitates high levels of connectivity to support air
routing information for eVTOL vehicles. This paper introduces a novel concept addressing future
flight challenges and proposes a framework for integrating operations, infrastructure, connectivity,
and ecosystems in future air mobility. Specifically, it includes a performance analysis to illustrate
the impact of extensive AAM vehicle mobility on ground base station network infrastructure in
urban environments. This work aims to pave the way for future air mobility by introducing a new
vision for backbone infrastructure that supports safe and sustainable aviation through advanced
communication technology.

Keywords: advanced air mobility; connected eVTOL; operations; infrastructure; communications;
sustainability

1. Introduction

Advanced air mobility (AAM) is a growing field, with a focus on developing air
transportation systems that can be integrated into urban environments to provide faster,
more efficient, and more environmentally friendly transportation options. Air mobility
refers to the use of aircraft, including helicopters, tilt-rotors, and electric vertical take-off and
landing (eVTOL) vehicles, to transport passengers and cargo within urban areas. AAM aims
to provide a faster, more efficient, and environmentally friendly mode of transportation,
particularly in congested urban areas. AAM technology is still in its early stages, but many
companies, including major aerospace companies and start-ups, as well as standards [1], are
investing in the development of eVTOL vehicles and related infrastructure, such as charging
stations and landing pads [2]. The use of AAM is expected to provide benefits such as
reducing traffic congestion, improving connectivity and accessibility, and reducing carbon
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emissions from ground transportation. However, there are also concerns about the safety
and noise levels of AAM vehicles and their impact on urban landscapes [3]. The vehicle
mostly considered for AAM operations is an eVTOL aircraft capable of carrying passengers
and air cargo with a limited capacity. Like any other flying platform with humans on
board and flying over human living areas, AAM vehicles require a highly reliable and
intelligent system of communication, navigation, and surveillance (CNS) [4,5] to ensure
safe operations and to avoid life-threatening accidents. When it comes to autonomous
and beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) flights in future, the reliability and robustness
of the communication link between the AAM vehicle and ground control stations is the
key factor in safe AAM operations. One of the key challenges for AAM connectivity is
the need for secure and reliable communication networks that can handle the massive
amounts of data that these vehicles generate [6] while the AAM vehicle flies through
controlled and uncontrolled airspace. When flying through controlled airspace, it should
be in communication with air traffic management (ATM) entities on the ground and follow
their instructions [7].

To address these challenges, industry leaders are working to develop advanced com-
munication technologies, such as fifth-generation (5G) networks and satellite-based commu-
nication systems, that can support AAM operations [8]. Telecommunications providers will
become a main backbone for eVTOL services due to their network reliability, low latency,
and high-bandwidth services to ensure safe and efficient flight management and robust con-
nectivity with other aircraft. Based on the functionalities and performance, the advanced
communication system can be divided into edge cloud, core network, AAM-UTM [9],
and telemetry services [10], as shown in Figure 1. A control data link will be responsible
for the transmission of mission-critical commands to flying vehicles. This includes flight
status, telemetry data, and navigation. A payload communication data link can handle the
mission and passenger data, including web browsing and vehicle health, for predictive
maintenance. On the other hand, BVLOS is the most critical challenge that impacts the
safety of vehicles [11]. To further improve flight operations, there is a need to establish an
integrated unmanned aircraft system traffic management (UTM). system that facilitates the
processing of dense connected eVTOLs in the whole airspace. This systematic modeling
helps to identify the entry of new, diverse eVTOLs into complex communication domains,
along with enforcing safety measures to maintain safe and efficient service management,
with new vehicle parameters, as shown in Table 1. Therefore, the AAM data ecosystem will
also consist of service assurance and self-optimization, soft defined networks, and a digital
twin that provide the necessary features for worldwide deployments [12].

The eVTOL vehicles will operate in lower altitudes within the coverage domains of
ground base stations; the terrestrial cellular communication network 5G seems to be a capa-
ble of providing air-to-ground (A2G) connectivity for AAM [13]. The eVTOLs’ connectivity
appears as a bulk of new users require certain features to support regular communications
for data transmission along with navigational information required for routing eVTOLs
between flying corridors. Advanced terrestrial networks, such as sixth-generation (6G)
technology, can take advantage of the latest evolutions in 5G end-to-end slicing, artificial
intelligence (AI), and the Internet of Things (IoT) [14,15]. Advanced communications
technology can find the position of eVTOLs and hopefully support the management of
their operations with the help of extended coverage and services [16]. Sixth-generation
communications will play an important role for eVTOL aircraft, providing near-real-time
data link connectivity to keep city skies safe while the volume of flying vehicle traffic
grows [17]. This advanced communications technology will be crucial for situational aware-
ness, air-to-air, and air-to-ground communication. In particular, advanced communications
technology will help to achieve low-latency and high-throughput connections for in-flight
passenger applications [18].
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Figure 1. Overview of advanced air mobility connected system.

Table 1. AAM characteristics.

Parameter Definition Units

Range Maximum distance an AAM vehicle can travel
on a single charge or fuel load km, mi

Endurance Maximum time an AAM vehicle can remain
airborne on a single charge or fuel load h

Payload Capacity Maximum weight an AAM vehicle can carry,
including passengers and cargo kg, lb

Speed Maximum cruising speed of an AAM vehicle km/h, mph

Altitude Maximum flight altitude of an AAM vehicle m, ft

Noise Level Acoustic power level generated by an AAM
vehicle during operation dB

Energy Efficiency Energy consumed by an AAM vehicle per unit
distance or time kWh/km, kWh/h

Charging Time Time required to fully charge the battery of an
AAM vehicle h

Takeoff/Landing
Distance

Minimum distance required for an AAM vehicle
to take off or land m, ft

Operational Cost Total cost of operating an AAM vehicle,
including maintenance and fuel/electricity costs USD/h, USD/km

Ingress/Egress Time Time it takes to board and disembark from the
AAM vehicle s

Pricing Cost per passenger for AAM service USD/, passenger

Network Design Physical and operational infrastructure of the
AAM network N/A

Modal Transfer Integration of AAM with other modes
of transportation N/A
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The communication networks of future air mobility systems must be highly reliable,
secure, and able to handle large amounts of data in real time. These networks will need
to support a variety of applications, including remote sensing, situational awareness,
navigation, and communication between vehicles and ground-based control systems [19].
One of the key requirements for the air mobility communication network is low latency,
which means that data must be transmitted quickly and efficiently. This is especially
important for autonomous vehicles that need to make quick decisions based on real-time
data. The network must also be able to handle a large number of devices, including sensors
and other types of devices that will be used to support the operation of air mobility vehicles.
In this regard, this paper introduces new air mobility challenges and proposes frameworks
of aerospace integration-based connected systems that could be compatible with existing
and future infrastructure, rather than rebuilding the underlying digital chain. This can be
more realistic for separate economic sectors to come together and less challenging from
a technical perspective. This will help to facilitate the entry of new diverse vehicles into
an already complex communications environment, along with establishing robust safety
features to meet evolving standards.

Finally, the network must be able to handle the unique requirements of air mobility,
such as high-altitude communications, the need to operate in remote and challenging envi-
ronments, and the ability to switch seamlessly between different types of communication
technologies. Overall, the future of air mobility will depend heavily on the development
of robust and reliable communication networks that can support the safe and efficient
operation of these vehicles. As new technologies emerge, it will be important to continue
to innovate and improve these networks to meet the evolving needs of the industry.

2. AAM Infrastructure and Ecosystem Methodology

AAM has the potential to revolutionize transportation by providing faster, more
efficient, and more environmentally friendly options for commuters and logistics [20]. To
support the growth of AAM, an infrastructure and ecosystem are needed, of which some of
the key components shown in Figure 2, and are identified as follows:

• Autonomy: A key component of advanced air mobility vehicles, which are designed
to operate with varying degrees of automation. Autonomy can refer to a range
of capabilities, from basic automation such as automatic takeoff and landing, to
fully autonomous flight without a human pilot on board. The complexity of UAM
operations and the extent to which operations depend on automated systems, referred
to as automation reliance, play a crucial role in the development of the UAM ecosystem.
Progress in the UAM ecosystem, facilitated by urban mobility levels (UMLs) [21], is
contingent upon satisfying the unique integration requirements related to aircraft,
airspace, and the community for each UML.

• Vertiport Infrastructure: Vertiports are the equivalent of airports for eVTOLs. These
facilities are designed to provide a seamless transition between ground and air trans-
portation. They may include features such as charging stations, maintenance facilities,
and passenger waiting areas. Vertiport [22] facilities will be critical to the success of the
emerging air taxi industry, which is expected to provide on-demand aerial transporta-
tion services to passengers and cargo in urban and suburban areas [23]. To support
the operation of vertiports, a robust communication infrastructure will be essential.
This infrastructure will enable communication between the vertiports and the eVTOL
aircraft, as well as between the eVTOL aircraft themselves [24]. It will also support the
exchange of data and information between the vertiports and other stakeholders, such
as air traffic controllers, local governments, and passengers. At present, two passenger
transportation models exist, each serving specific needs and functions. The first model
revolves around vertistops, designed for short hops within urban locations to facilitate
easy mobility. These stops can be installed on existing infrastructure, such as building
tops or unused spaces. The second model is suitable for intracity travel within a
150-mile range, aiming to restore regional air services discontinued by traditional
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airlines due to cost constraints. Longer-range eVTOLs may require vertiports, com-
prising stand-alone terminals, maintenance repair and overhaul (MRO) operations,
and charging facilities. These could be established at existing airports, greenfield sites,
or even on top of other existing infrastructure [25]. eVTOLs offer a faster mode of
transportation, and could potentially replace cars, regional trains, or buses. Many
developers and manufacturers are focusing on making eVTOLs affordable and acces-
sible to a wider audience [24]. It is probable that vertiports will have to accommodate
several eVTOL aircraft simultaneously, but they may require significantly less space
than vertihubs. These ports could have fast charging/refueling systems, basic security
checkpoints, and the capability to carry out minor MRO operations. However, they
may not have parking spaces for long-haul eVTOLs or fully fledged MRO stations.
Finally, the development of a robust communication infrastructure will be critical to
the success of the emerging air taxi industry and the safe and efficient operation of
eVTOL aircraft in urban and suburban areas.

• Charging Infrastructure: eVTOLs require reliable and accessible charging infrastructure.
This may include charging stations at vertiports, along flight routes, and in other
public areas. Charging stations are needed to recharge the batteries of electric AAM
vehicles. Air traffic management systems are necessary to ensure the safe and efficient
movement of AAM vehicles through the airspace. Communication networks are
needed to transmit data between AAM vehicles and ground-based systems, such as
air traffic control and vehicle charging infrastructure.

• Navigation and Surveillance: The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based
navigation system that provides accurate position information to AAM vehicles. GPS
is a widely used navigation technology, and is reliable and accurate. Moreover, ADS-B
(Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast) is a system that allows AAM vehicles
to transmit and receive real-time position and flight information to other aircraft and
air traffic control. ADS-B can improve situational awareness and help to prevent
collisions between AAM vehicles [26]. ADS-B uses GPS technology to determine
the precise location of an aircraft, and then broadcasts that information to ground
stations and other nearby aircraft. This technology enables air traffic controllers to
monitor the movement of aircraft more accurately and efficiently than traditional
radar-based systems [27]. It also allows pilots to see the position of other aircraft in
the area, reducing the risk of collisions and improving situational awareness. ADS-B
is becoming increasingly popular as a surveillance tool for air traffic control due to its
accuracy and reliability. In fact, many countries have mandated that all aircraft must
be equipped with ADS-B transponders in order to fly in their airspace.

• Sensor and Sensing: Light detection and ranging (LiDAR) is a technology that uses laser
pulses to measure distance and create a 3D map of the environment. LiDAR can be
used to detect and avoid obstacles in the airspace, such as buildings, trees, and other
AAM vehicles. The payload capacity of AAM vehicles varies depending on the type
and size of the vehicle, as well as the range and mission requirements. Small electric
AAM vehicles, such as drones and VTOL vehicles, typically have a lower payload
capacity of a few hundred pounds or less. Larger AAM vehicles, such as air taxis and
passenger drones, can have a higher payload capacity of several thousand pounds
or more.

• Safety: AAM vehicles will require regular maintenance and inspection to ensure they
are in safe operating condition, and to identify and address any potential safety issues.
The interconnection between social, safety, and regulatory challenges of AMM is
closely tied to the certification and policies governing the operation of UAM vehicles
set by regulatory bodies [28].

• Operation: Incorporating UAM operations into the National Airspace System, par-
ticularly in the vicinity of major airports, presents a significant challenge [29]. To
operate AAM vehicles safely and efficiently, appropriate infrastructure and airspace
management systems will need to be established. This may include dedicated landing
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pads or vertiports, as well as airspace corridors and traffic management systems, to
ensure safe separation between AAM vehicles and other aircraft.

• Communications Infrastructure: One of the challenges of AAM communications is the
need to support a variety of different communication technologies and protocols,
including voice, data, and video communications. AAM vehicles may use satellite-
based communications, cellular networks, or dedicated communications networks to
transmit information and communicate with ground operators and other vehicles [30].
One important aspect of the communication infrastructure will be the use of 5G
technology, whose networks offer high-bandwidth, low-latency connectivity, which
will be critical for supporting the real-time communication and data exchange required
for the safe and efficient operation of eVTOL aircraft. Another important aspect of the
communication infrastructure will be the use of unmanned traffic management (UTM)
systems [31]. These systems will enable the tracking and management of eVTOL
aircraft in urban airspace, helping to prevent collisions and ensure safe operations.
UTM systems will rely on real-time data from eVTOL aircraft, as well as data from
ground-based sensors and other sources.

Figure 2. Future AAM infrastructure framework.
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2.1. Air Mobility Vehicle Design

The AAM industry is still in its early stages, but several companies and organizations
are working to develop and test eVTOL aircraft. These vehicles are designed to be faster,
safer, and more efficient than traditional helicopters and airplanes. They use electric
propulsion systems, advanced materials, and autonomous technologies to provide a new
level of mobility that can transform transportation in the coming years. In the future, air
mobility vehicles will be designed to provide efficient and fast transportation in urban
environments, particularly for short-to-medium distances, as shown in Table 2. Here are
some of the different types of vehicles [32]:

• Electric Multicopters: These are small, multirotor aircraft that use electric motors for
propulsion. They have vertical takeoff and landing capabilities, which makes them
suitable for operating in confined spaces. They typically have a range of around 50 km
and a payload capacity of up to 100 kg.

• Hybrid Tiltrotors: These are aircraft that use a combination of fixed wings and rotors
that can tilt to provide both vertical and horizontal flight. They are capable of longer
ranges, up to 400 km, and can carry heavier payloads of up to 1000 kg.

• Electric Fixed-Wing Aircraft: These are aircraft that use fixed wings and electric motors
for propulsion. They require a runway for takeoff and landing, and have a range of
around 100 km. They are suitable for carrying payloads of up to 500 kg.

• Hydrogen Fuel-Cell Multicopters: These are similar to electric multicopters, but they
use hydrogen fuel cells for power instead of electric batteries. They have a longer
range of up to 200 km and can carry payloads of up to 150 kg.

• Gasoline Combustion Fixed-Wing Aircraft: These are similar to electric fixed-wing
aircraft, but they use gasoline combustion engines for power. They are capable of
longer ranges, up to 500 km, and can carry heavier payloads of up to 1000 kg.

Table 2. Different types of AAM vehicles.

Vehicle Type Range Payload Capacity Max Speed Altitude

Electric Multicopter 50 km 100 kg 160 km/h 2000 m

Hybrid Tiltrotor 400 km 1000 kg 300 km/h 4000 m

Electric Fixed-Wing 100 km 500 kg 200 km/h 3000 m

Hydrogen Fuel-Cell Multicopter 200 km 150 kg 120 km/h 2500 m

Gasoline Combustion Fixed-Wing 500 km 1000 kg 300 km/h 5000 m

2.2. Vertiport Infrastructure Approach

Vertiport infrastructure acts as a vital link in the UAM ecosystem, providing landing
and takeoff points for these advanced aircraft and facilitating the efficient movement of
people and goods. Vertiport infrastructure is designed with a clear focus on functionality,
safety, and efficiency [33]. These state-of-the-art facilities are strategically located within
urban areas, ensuring accessibility and connectivity to key destinations. Vertiports are
equipped with advanced landing pads, charging stations, and maintenance facilities to sup-
port the operations of eVTOL aircraft. Furthermore, cutting-edge air traffic management
systems and ground infrastructure enable the seamless connectivity and integration of these
aerial vehicles into existing transportation networks. Urban Air Mobility has emerged as a
visionary solution to address the challenges of transportation in densely populated cities.
By utilizing low-altitude airspace, UAM envisions a network of eVTOL aircraft, providing
quick, efficient, and ecofriendly transportation options. These vehicles, often referred to as
“flying taxis”, can transport passengers and cargo between vertiports strategically placed
throughout urban areas. The newly unveiled vertiport serves as a crucial milestone in the
development of AAM, providing a physical space where the concept can be demonstrated,
experienced, and understood. Designed as a hub for AAM operations, the vertiport not
only showcases the possibilities of future transportation, but also acts as a catalyst for
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collaboration among city officials, regulators, and private companies invested in AAM
technology. The vertiport initiative also aims to foster collaboration between public and
private sectors. By bringing together city officials, regulators, technology companies, and
aviation experts, the vertiport becomes a space for dialogue, knowledge sharing, and the
development of necessary regulations and policies. These partnerships are crucial for the
successful integration of UAM into existing transportation networks and ensuring public
safety. The vertiport infrastructure represents the physical embodiment of the urban air
mobility concept, showcasing the potential of UAM to transform urban transportation. By
integrating cutting-edge technology, sustainability principles, and collaborative partner-
ships, vertiports create a foundation for a future where air travel becomes an integral part
of our lives.

2.3. Air Mobility Ecosystem

The Air Mobility Ecosystem refers to the infrastructure, technologies, and services that
support the safe and efficient operation of air transportation. The ecosystem presents many
challenges and opportunities for stakeholders, including government agencies, industry
players, and consumers. Key challenges include ensuring safety and security, developing
regulatory frameworks to govern new technologies, and addressing environmental and
social concerns. However, the air mobility ecosystem also presents many opportunities,
including reducing travel time, operation, improving access to remote areas, and reducing
congestion and emissions [34]. The aircraft in a AAM ecosystem can include eVTOLs for
commuting and delivering supplies within the urban area, and the police department can
use them for surveillance and security to decrease the crime rate in the city; moreover,
eVTOLs equipped with fire extinguishers can be used to eliminate fires in places that are
unreachable to the fire and safety department. Providing fair and equal access to airspace
may be compromised by AAM operations at scale [35]. It is possible that AAM operation
will monopolize access to airspace and exclude other operators as a result of rapid growth.
Thus, a new AAM infrastructure ecosystem needs to be in place to enable full capability.
The new framework with infrastructure is always open to further enhancements, such as
including different types of urban mobility vehicles and defining new vertiport locations
by considering current transportation behavior and needs. Developed infrastructure is
essential for the initial operation of AAM passenger transport. There will be a need
for infrastructure providers to develop the physical infrastructure necessary to support
the operation of eVTOLs. This could include landing pads, maintenance facilities, and
other types of infrastructure. Due to technological changes, the technologies and systems
dedicated to AAM services are expected to change over the coming years. On a technical
level, the aspects of AAM expected to be integrated are technology and infrastructure.
In addition to physical and digital infrastructure, the AAM ecosystem involves various
stakeholders, such as AAM service providers, vehicle manufacturers, airspace regulators,
local government agencies, and customers. These stakeholders must work together to
ensure safety, reliability, and accessibility of the AAM system. One key aspect of the
AAM ecosystem is the integration of various technologies. For example, AAM vehicles
may use electric or hybrid-electric propulsion systems, have autonomous capabilities,
and incorporate advanced sensors and communication systems. The integration of these
technologies is critical for AAM to be sustainable and efficient.

Overall, the development of the AAM infrastructure and ecosystem is an ongoing
process that requires collaboration among various stakeholders, investment in new tech-
nologies and infrastructure, and effective regulatory frameworks [36]. As AAM continues
to evolve, it has the potential to transform the way people and goods are transported in
urban and suburban areas, offering a faster, more efficient, and environmentally friendly
alternative to ground-based transportation.
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2.4. Business Models and Barriers

There are various business models that could be translated into use cases for com-
mercializing AAM services from private aircraft sales to fleet sales and leasing options.
The main technical barrier for maintaining an open model that blends all AAM vehicles
into communications services is the complex level of integration that influences the design
and implementation of all systems in the ecosystem. This requires a clear vision on the
acceptance of newly introduced AAM vehicles and the clarification of airspace segments
for their operation. Another barrier could be regulations imposed by governments and how
they are reflected into the daily management of operations and services. AAM vehicles in
urban domains can be a serious security threat, and the scope of deployment will continue
to evolve over the coming years along with the legal legislation.

2.5. Data Management Platform

To implement AAM operations, an automated AAM-ATM system must be established
to accommodate high volumes of flight data in tightly uncontrolled and controlled airspace.
The integration of eVTOLs into the existing transportation network will be a complex pro-
cess that will require careful planning and coordination among various stakeholders. One
of the challenges will be the integration of eVTOLs into an already complex communica-
tions environment such as a digital twin platform to meet security and safety standards [37].
This will require the development of new communication protocols that allow eVTOLs to
communicate with other aircraft, as well as ground-based infrastructure such as air traffic
control towers. The management platform is the key element that can provision all data
communications functionality and operations by creating unprecedented technical features
and quality of experience to aircraft, including ATM [38]. The eVTOLs will need to commit
to the same regulations and policies enforced on manned aircraft systems, considering air
traffic management for any rerouting or emergency landing actions. Since AAM systems
are anticipated to be AI-driven machines using deep learning algorithms for decision mak-
ing, the key performance indicators (KPI) imposed by the ATM system are expected to be
so strict, especially for the response time. Therefore, all AAM operations will be completely
digitized without any human intervention to support the most reliable operations and
reduce/omit the occurrence of any system failure.

Figure 3 illustrates the various components of the AAM data communication system.
The ground-based control station is the central hub for managing AAM operations, com-
municating with the air traffic management center and the AAM vehicle. The network
operations center provides connectivity between the ground-based infrastructure and the
AAM vehicle, facilitating communication with AAM passengers and cargo. The AAM
vehicle is equipped with communication equipment that allows it to transmit and receive
data with the ground-based infrastructure and the AAM passengers and cargo. This func-
tional diagram can be modified to represent specific AAM communication systems and
scenario. This digitization will include data collection, data processing, mapping, and data
classification, which belong to the digital twin family [9]. In such a model, quality and
service assurance processes should be embedded with service-level management entities
to help identify any errors within the mobile infrastructure and the alternative options for
service recovery. Validation and self-management contribute to the verification of system
reliability and self-optimization of AAM operations [39]. Deep machine learning provides
the prediction mechanism that scans the entire range of available constraints originating
from different data sources. Those predictions are correlated with other counters from
real-time data to perform adaptations in different communication technologies, such as
long-term evolution (LTE), or advanced communications, such as 5G or 6G, to support
UTM decisions whenever needed [40].
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Figure 3. AAM data management platform architecture.

Similarly, based on the data engine outputs, the management engine can take actions
to optimize resources and improve system performance. For example, it may adjust the
allocation of computing resources to ensure that critical services have sufficient resources
to operate effectively. It may also initiate service-healing actions to address issues that arise
during operation, such as failures or performance degradation. AAM data management can
reflect the influence of deep learning in managing connectivity platforms and flight systems
by factoring functional and predicated analysis into network management decisions.

3. Connected Sustainability

Connected sustainability [41] refers to the integration of reliability principles and prac-
tices into the design, development, and operation of interconnected systems and networks
for AAM. In addition, eVTOLs could also overload the network with massive data streams
such as images or video. Although there are many solutions that could be used, such as
tighter frequency reuse and wider channel access, advanced communications such as 6G
are expected to employ a noncellular structure that requires more innovative solutions for
eVTOL domains. Over the last few years, communications networking has tremendously
evolved, driven by a sharp increase in the number of connected machines, data demands,
and supported services. Therefore, designing a compatible network infrastructure that sup-
ports traffic demands in a cost-effective fashion will always be subject to the establishment
of sustainability.

3.1. Advanced Connectivity

Air mobility connectivity and networking is crucial for the safe and efficient operation
of aerial vehicles, especially as the number of these vehicles continues to increase. It allows
for improved situational awareness and coordination between vehicles and ground-based
operators, which can reduce the risk of collisions and other accidents. Additionally, air mo-
bility networking enables the integration of aerial vehicles into the broader transportation
system, allowing for new use cases and business models [42]. Air mobility networking
involves various technologies such as radio frequency communication, satellite communi-
cation, and cellular communication. These technologies enable vehicles to transmit and
receive data, including position information, flight plans, weather information, and other
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relevant data [43]. Additionally, air mobility networking also involves developing protocols
that govern the exchange of information between vehicles, as well as between vehicles and
ground-based networks. In fact, AAM vehicles rely on advanced avionics and communi-
cations technologies to communicate with air traffic control, ground operators, and other
vehicles in airspace. This challenge is further fed into mission critical applications such as
disaster recovery operations, where real-time data transmission is a prerequisite.

Using flying ad hoc networks (FANET) is one possible solution to overcome failed
communications in beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) scenarios. FANET is a network of
eVTOLs that can communicate with each other to relay data between the ground control
station and the distant vehicle [44,45]. FANET works by creating a mesh network of
eVTOLs that fly in close proximity to each other, forming a network that can transmit data
between the ground control station and the distant vehicle. The eVTOLs in the FANET act
as routers and can route data through the network to the destination, even if the direct link
between the ground control station and the distant vehicle is lost.

HAP-based communications are usually used for large geographical areas and may
not be an appropriate or an economic solution to support vehicles in dynamic movements.
On the other hand, low-altitude platforms (LAPs) such as eVTOL aircraft can be easily
deployed to extend network coverage or replace cellular communications during disastrous
events [17]. Therefore, an advanced AAM communication framework needs to support
both air-to-air and air-to-ground data links. AAM vehicles have the flexibility to fly at
different altitudes and provide coverage extensions to various angles, making their air-to-air
short wireless links more efficient, especially in urban domains [46].

3.2. ATC Communication Requirements

In traditional manned aviation, air traffic management (ATC) directs aircraft on the
ground and through controlled airspace, and can provide advisory services to aircraft in
noncontrolled airspace. The primary purpose of ATC worldwide is to prevent collisions,
organize and expedite the flow of air traffic, and provide information to support the pilots.
Each aircraft should be authorized by ATC prior to flight. AAM vehicles are supposed
to acquire such authorization and services from ATC initially, and from other services
such as UTM in the future [47], when the number of airborne AAM vehicles increases, or
when they are remote-controlled or fully autonomous. In traditional aviation, there are
two chains of communication between an aircraft and a ATC center/tower: the analog
link and the digital data link. Figure 4 shows the digital and analog chains in an AAM
system. The AAM avionics suite includes flight data computers that process digital data
from the AAM vehicle’s sensors and other systems, and output digital data for control
and navigation. The control center receives and processes the digital data, and sends
commands to the AAM vehicle. The AAM sensors include various analog sensors, such
as accelerometers and gyroscopes, that measure physical parameters and convert them
into electrical signals. These signals are then amplified and converted to digital data using
analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). This digital data are then transmitted to the control
center for processing. This diagram can be modified to represent specific AAM systems
and scenarios. The analog link is used for aeronautical voice communication between pilot
and air traffic controller. This link utilizes a dedicated aeronautical very-high-frequency
(VHF) band (118–137 MHz) for line of sight communication, or a high-frequency (HF) band
(3–30 MHz) for long-distance communication. Voice communications are also conducted
over voice satellite (Inmarsat, Globalstar, or Iridium), usually in oceanic or remote areas.
The VHF band has two variants of channel spacing at the level of wireless link; the 25 kHz
channel spacing and 8.33 kHz channel spacing. It uses amplitude modulation (AM):
predominantly double sideband (DSB) with full carrier on VHF, and single sideband (SSB)
with suppressed carrier on HF. Voice radio is the standard method of communication
between the pilot and ATC [48].
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Figure 4. AAM communication link chain.

The digital data link means the transmission of information in the form of short
messages between aircraft and ground stations. It utilizes the same aeronautical VHF band
as used by the analog link. It is based on the VHF Data Link (VDL) Mode 2 standard for
transmission of Aircraft Communication Addressing and Reporting System (ACRAS) or
controller–pilot data link communications (CPDLC) messages [49]. ACARS and CPDLC are
two methods for exchanging messages between an aircraft and ground stations. ACARS
was invented prior to CPDLC, and is used for communication between pilots (and their
aircraft), air traffic controllers, and the airline operations center, as well as for general
pilot operations (e.g., receiving weather reports), while CPDLC, as its name suggests, is
dedicated to the transmission of flight-related messages between aircraft and ATC. Both
methods can be used over VHF, HF, or satellite links.

3.3. Reliable Operations and Services

Enabling a new urban aviation transport system is a big challenge with many pre-
requisites, such as the management of convergent AAM services, monitoring the airspace
traffic, providing a general communication system that can connect all flying vehicles, and
integrating safety-related entities that reduce or prevent any human/machine errors [50].
The existing eVTOL traffic management (UTM) platforms can support the planning and
execution of vehicle operations with full compliance to the applicable legislation. This
means that specialized government authorities can track and manage vehicle activities on
a real-time basis, or even access the history of their previous journeys [51]. Considering
urban areas, AAM services are challenged by the highly dynamic topology of airspace,
different speeds and sizes of vehicles, and heterogeneous quality of service (QoS) require-
ments (e.g., downlink/uplink, latency, etc.). Therefore, integrating the UTM platform into
the core/edge data centers of advanced communication networks such as 5G or 6G will
significantly reduce the time delays experienced when data are transferred between those
systems separately. It will also allow for the combination of vehicle telemetry data with
routing information to improve the safety and reliability of vehicle operations. This integra-
tion will solve key challenges faced by content-aware cellular-connected aerial platforms,
including virtualized radio resource sharing and management between aerial platforms
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and terrestrial systems. This happens due to the fact that both UTM and radio management
services are processed concurrently by the same hosting platforms. In addition, there are
proofs of concepts initiated by operators and airspace data markets to explore rebuilding
the whole airspace and network infrastructure using Blockchains, [52]. The goal is to im-
prove supply chain management, improve the privacy of sensitive data, prevent identify
theft, and much more. Within unmanned aviation, data flight chains are used in managing
the record of separate data as well as fleets to assure that the logger preserves all logs of
actions [53]. Obviously, this requires migrating AAM components into virtual automated
applications that comply with cloudification concepts and cloud-based network segmen-
tation. The integration of UTM architecture with ground cellular networks seems to be a
mandatory technical requirement ahead of deploying eVTOL vehicles in urban domains.
Autonomous flight vehicle operation is expected to be transparent to UTM providers and
other airspace services.

4. Aeronautical Communications Architecture

There are several existing aircraft communication systems that are used in the aviation
industry today. These systems enable communication between the cockpit and air traffic
control, as well as between aircraft and ground-based maintenance and operations person-
nel. A legacy ATM encompasses all systems that assist aircraft to depart from an aerodrome,
transit airspace, and land at a destination aerodrome. However, ATM systems lack the
scalability and interfaces to support the unique needs of AAM operations, specifically
AAM vehicle operations. On the other hand, UTM handles traffic management for AAM
vehicles, but also complements legacy ATM systems, allowing for the exchange of data
between AAM vehicles and manned-aircraft-supporting platforms. Regarding the AAM
ecosystem, there are several basic data sources that UTM will need to integrate to ensure the
safe and efficient movement of the AAM vehicle. The data could originate from 6G radio
access networks, AAM vehicle service providers, AAM vehicle fleets, weather forecasting,
surveillance systems, etc. This information is further processed through artificial intelli-
gence (AI) to determine the exact AAM vehicle location and relevant traffic managements
for that airspace. AAM communications infrastructure is designed to provide services to
predefined sets of users with well-known capacity and key performance indicator (KPI)
requirements. Although 5G lays down the basic functionalities at the base station for AAM
vehicle connectivity, it is sometimes impossible, or prohibitively expensive, to provide full
support to AAM vehicle domains. The forthcoming communications infrastructure can
overcome these physical constraints using newly designed technologies and features that
provide extended coverage domains over the ground and the sea and throughout the sky
to seamlessly integrate AAM vehicles into the network infrastructure. Early alignment
between infrastructure and technology in the AAM industry is essential to the growth of
this emerging industry. The industry and public attention are largely focused on the vehi-
cles and their operations. However, attention is shifting towards maintenance and support
services for AAM vehicles as a crucial component in enabling safe, efficient, and environ-
mentally sustainable AAM transport. The AAM service will consist of several autonomous
systems (delivery AAM vehicles, flying taxis, etc.) in the future that can be remotely com-
manded to perform assigned missions. Requesting a certain service from a AAM platform
will be enabled via centralized register that offers such services and identifies them to
local providers. To this end, services can be classified as separated vertical slices, probably
with their own network core entities and near-user application servers. Although some
AAM vehicles may support multiservice types and could have differed registers within the
database, some will be only associated with one type of service or even be owned/operated
by one service provider. The assignment scheme of services will be subject to the requested
service type, enforced policies, available computational and radio resources, and perfor-
mance metrics. A data-driven decision-making approach can be enabled via deep learning
data analysis across all the monitored constraints, developing a more automated approach
for service planning and management, both at strategic and tactical levels. On the other
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hand, future 6G networks need to be more focused on using reinforcement learning to
understand and learn how to interact with AAM vehicles considering requested services
and connectivity factors. In Figure 5, the proposed AAM framework shows interaction with
the communication network for safe AAM vehicle landing at an airport and later movement
to a gate. For example, in the context of a vehicle-assisted communications network, the
whole communication systemwill be administrated by a data management platform to
achieve the dynamic and flexible allocation of computational and radio resources with
minimized power consumption to facilitate the handover process [17]. AAM vehicles will
need to communicate with air traffic control (ATC) to receive clearances, flight plans, and
other information necessary for safe operation in airspace. Communication with ATC will
be critical to avoid conflicts with other aircraft and ensure that AAM vehicles are operating
in accordance with existing regulations. AAM vehicles may need to communicate with
each other to avoid collisions and ensure safe separation in airspace. Vehicle-to-vehicle
communication can enable real-time sharing of information such as position and speed to
enable the safe and efficient operation of AAM vehicles. AAM vehiclesmay need to com-
municate with ground-based infrastructure, such as landing pads or vertiports, to receive
information on available space and conditions for landing. Infrastructure communication
can also enable the remote control of ground-based infrastructure to facilitate the efficient
movement of AAM vehicles. In the event of an emergency, AAM vehicles will need to
communicate with ground-based personnel, including emergency responders, to receive
assistance and coordinate rescue efforts. Emergency communication systems will need
to be reliable and efficient to enable rapid response and ensure the safety of passengers
and crew.

Figure 5. Air mobility communications scenarios.

5. Future Communications Infrastructure

Fifth-generation networks leveraged the concept of networking into the new auto-
mated slices of private networks that provide dedicated services to specific sites. Sixth-
generation networkswill further leverage their infrastructure into chains of separated
reconfigurable and self-automated private networks that interconnect with each other
through clouds [8]. This network will be built on top of a blockchain with back-end ele-
mentsin the form of Tactile Internet. Tailoring to AAM, AAM vehicle management could
be performed in two modes; “Localized” and “Centralized”.
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• In Localized Mode, the AAM vehicle connectivity and service management will be
provisioned by the local geonetwork base station and core functionalities in collabora-
tion with UTM entities. This mode is likely to occur when an AAM vehicle is flying
within the local network boundaries. This interaction between AAM vehicles and
local networks will reduce the end-to-end time delays incurred when processing the
service assignment and access though large scale-networks, similar to edge computing
models in 5G. Therefore, the AAM vehicle’s association with the local geonetwork
will be terminated when the AAM vehicle conducts handover and registers with a
neighboring subnetwork.

• In Centralized Mode, the AAM vehicle connectivity is provided by the local network
resources (e.g., base station, external connectivity to application server, etc.), while
service provisioning is performed by core network entities. This mode assumes that
the core network will be able to instantiate a logical overlaid networkthat overwrites all
local network policies for AAM vehicle slices of service. This mode is triggered when
a fleet of associated AAM vehicles swarm multiple local networks at the same time, or
during emergencies when governing authorities take control over the entire airspace.

In the near future, AAM communications networks will tremendously evolve, driven
by a sharp increase in connected machines, data demands, supported services, and the
advent of 6G [54]. Designing a compatible network infrastructure that supports traffic
demands in a cost-effective fashion will be always subject to network generation.A main
challenge in providing connectivity to low-flying AAM vehicles through future 6G net-
works arises from increased interference. Dense network infrastructure and concurrent
transmissions to ground-based users and AAM vehicles are the main sources for higher
noise levels, especially on the downlink. In addition, AAM vehicles could also overload
the network with massive data streams with limited channel bandwidth. One of the so-
lutions may be much tighter frequency reuse and wider channel deployment. Therefore,
it is necessary to define the equivalent of hexagonal cellular domain shapes for the AAM
vehicle’s air layer or what could be the air coverage domains for ground base stations. The
speed performance of the 6G network is expected to be 100 times faster than 5G, with en-
hanced reliability and wider network coverage; for more features and comparison between
different technology, see Table 3. In addition, seamless mobility will be required for the
system operation; thus, the handover prediction for dual connectivity in AAM vehicles
is an important technique to ensure seamless communication between the aircraft and
different base stations, which is essential for the safe and efficient operation of the AAM.
In dual connectivity, the aircraft is connected to two base stations simultaneously, which
provides redundancy and improves the reliability of communication link. One of the key
challenges of handover is the need for real-time prediction, since AAM operations require
immediate and reliable communication links [55].

Table 3. System parameters for 4G, 5G and 6G [56,57].

Parameter 4G 5G 6G

Peak data rate 1 Gbps 20 Gbps 1000 Gbps
User Data Rate 10 Mbps 100 Mbps 1 Gbps

Peak Spectral Efficiency 15 bps/Hz 30 bps/Hz 50 bps/Hz
Mobility 350 km/h 500 km/h
Latency 10 ms 1 ms 0.1 ms

6. Air-to-Ground Connectivity

One of the key parameters that could affect the implementation of AAM is the airborne
communication system. The AAM vehicle will have to communicate with the ground
station continuously to maintain an uninterrupted flow of data and UTM messages. There-
fore, the AAM radio system will employ reconfigurable components that can perform
ubiquitous connectivity with the ground mobile network without being restricted to speci-
fied technology [58]. The airborne system will employ an AI functionality that provisions
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the platform and allows communication with mobile networks [59]. The AAM vehicle
will be registered with the 5G base stations using the same procedures for any connected
machine, while requests to the ground network will be tagged with the AAM slice type to
ease the recognition of the requested service. The airborne communication system will be
extremely power-efficient to maintain functionality during longer flight times and to reduce
the burden on the AAM power system. From an airborne communication perspective, the
AAM will employ multiradio interfaces or become agnostic to base station technology. This
means that mobile networks will be obligated to connect any AAM vehicles within their
coverage area, regardless of the vehicle’s service provider or home mobile network. Al-
though the final framework for enabling AAM communications will be decided by market
holders, such decisions will influence the techniques and protocols used to operate AAM
services. Air-to-ground communication systems are essential for ensuring safe and efficient
communication between aircraft and ground stations. The information given in Table 4
includes communication systems, frequency ranges, and applications. Very-high-frequency
(VHF) radios are the most widely used communication system in aviation. VHF radios
operate in the frequency range of 118 MHz to 136 MHz, and are used for voice communica-
tion between pilots and air traffic control [45]. The Aircraft Communications Addressing
and Reporting System (ACARS) is a digital communication system that enables pilots and
ground personnel to exchange messages, including weather updates, flight plans, and
maintenance information. ACARS can use VHF, HF, or satellite communication systems to
transmit data.

Table 4. Air-to-ground communications systems.

System Frequency Range Application

VHF 118–136 MHz Voice Communications
HF 2–29.7 MHz Long-Range Voice and Data Communications

UHF 225–400 MHz Line-of-Sight Voice and Data Communications
Satellite Various Beyond Line-of-Sight Voice and Data Communications

ADS-B 978–1090 MHz Aircraft Position Reporting and Traffic Information
ACARS VHF, HF, or Satellite Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System

AAM Connectivity Performance Analysis

The performance of AAM connectivity can be affected by several factors, such as
the frequency spectrum used for communication, the type of data transmission protocol
used, the location and number of communication nodes, the quality of service (QoS)
requirements, and the presence of other wireless systems in the same frequency band.
Since current and future networks are densely overlaid with base stations, AAM vehicles
will be always connected to mobile networks, provided that those future networks will
employ new generations of base stations with magnificent coverage capabilities. QoS
communications system parameters refer to the configuration settings that determine
how data are transmitted and received over a network to ensure a certain level of service
quality. These parameters are critical to providing reliable and efficient communication
services. The main QoS requirement parameters are shown in Table 5. For example,
bandwidth determines the amount of data that can be transmitted over the network per
unit of time, and latency refers to the delay between sending and receiving data for real-
time communication applications. Thus, QoS systems can implement error correction
techniques to detect and correct errors in transmitted data.

This dense network will support connectivity across cells while maintaining unin-
terrupted service for AAM vehicles. Handover is carried out when the signal received
from base station falls below the threshold level and there is another base station within
the visible range. For such air-to-ground connectivity, the priority will be always given to
AAM vehicles flying in urban domains to avoid unnecessary handovers to neighboring
rural domains. This type of procedure could be predefined on AAM vehicle platforms and
enforced by terrestrial mobile networks. One of the main challenges for delivering video or
data content is the real-time throughput for AAM connectivity and quality of service (QoS)
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parameters, including bandwidth, delay, packet loss, and jitter. In general, radio signal
strength is the value measured by the AAM vehicle platform to establish connectivity with
the nearest base station along its flight trajectory.

Table 5. QoS communications system parameters [60].

Parameter Definition Units

Latency Round-trip time for data to travel between AAM
vehicle and ground station ms

Data Rate Maximum amount of data that can be
transmitted per second Mbps

Reliability Probability that data are delivered without errors
or delays %

Coverage Area of service coverage provided by
5G network km2, mi2

Bandwidth Range of frequencies available
for communication GHz

Mobility Ability of AAM vehicle to maintain connectivity
while moving km/h, mph

Spectrum Efficiency Amount of data that can be transmitted per unit
of frequency spectrum bps/Hz

Availability Percentage of time that 5G network
is operational %

Security Level of protection against unauthorized access
or data breaches N/A

Interference Level of interference from other wireless devices
or networks dB

Data rate (R):

R = (Databitsperpacket × Packetsper second) + Overhead (1)

Delay (D):

D = Transmissiondelay + Propagationdelay + Que. delay (2)

Packet loss (PL):

PL = (
Numberoflostpackets

Totalnumberofpackets transmitted
)× 100 (3)

Jitter (J):

J =
Averagedeviationfromthemeandelay

Meandelay
(4)

Bit error rate (BER):

BER = (
Numberofreceivedbitsinerror

Totalnumberoftransmitted bits
)× 100 (5)

These equations can be customized and modified based on the specific QoS require-
ments of AAM communication systems.

For AAM flying vehicles, handover and mobility management are critical components
of the communication system. As the vehicle moves through the airspace, it needs to
seamlessly switch between communication links to ensure uninterrupted connectivity.
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Handover initiation threshold (HIT):

HIT = RSRPmin + HysdB (6)

Handover hysteresis (Hys):

Hys = HysdB × Log10(e) (7)

Reference signal received power (RSRP):

RSRP =
PRS

NRS + N0
(8)

Effective signal-to-noise ratio (SNR):

SNReff =
Psig

N0 + Iinterf + NRS
(9)

Handover margin (HM):

HM = RSRPtarget − RSRPcurrent − HysdB (10)

HIT refers to the signal strength threshold at which a handover is initiated. Hys
refers to the hysteresis value that determines how much the signal strength should differ
from HIT to trigger a handover. RSRP is the received signal strength of the reference
signal. PRS refers to the received power of the reference signal. NRS is the noise floor of
the reference signal. N0 is the noise floor of the receiver. SNReff refers to the effective
signal-to-noise ratio of the received signal. Psig is the received power of the signal. Iinterf
is the interference power. HM is the handover margin, which is the difference between the
current RSRP and the target RSRP for the new cell. AAM vehicles can benefit from using
both the received signal strength indicator (RSRP) and the received signal quality (RSRQ)
to make handover decisions. RSRQ provides information about the quality of the signal,
which can be used to prioritize certain links over others. AAM vehicles will experience
some handovers while traveling through these areas, as shown in Figure 6. The simulation
scenario consists of seven cells on the ground covering the areas around the flight trajectory.
Each cell has three directional antennas, downtilted 120 degrees, with one main lobe (facing
the ground) and two sidelobes (facing the sky). The AAM vehicle connects to the cells
through these sidelobes. The figure also shows the connection of the AAM to different cells
(Cell ID) throughout its 14 km journey (origin to destination/landing point) for a given
speed, and the altitude is shown. The jumps in this figure represent the disconnection
from the previous cell and connection to a new cell, known as a handover. At some point,
we notice ping-pong handovers, which occur when the AAM vehicle is flying through
null spaces of the two sidelobes of a single cell; the system parameters are summarized in
Table 6.

Table 6. Communication system parameters.

Parameter Value

No. of cells 7
No. of base stations 7

Flight distance 14 km
No. of sidelobes 2

Sidelobe beamwidth (18.15) degrees
Speed of the AAM vehicle 30 m/s

Time to trigger (TTT) 0.25 s
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Figure 6. Handover of the flight path in advanced communication system.

Figure 7 shows the reference signal received power (RSRP), which is a measurement
of the received power level in a communications network. The average power is a measure-
ment of the power received from a single reference signal. The RSRP is of detected cells by
the AAM vehicle throughout its 14 km journey.The null spaces between sidelobes of each
cell are quite visible in this figure, where a sudden drop in RSRP is noticed. In order to
mitigate the problem of redundant and ping-pong handovers, a new handover scheme for
network infrastructure should be modified for the AAM vehicle. Figure 8 shows the same
for a different route and at 1000 m AGL, and as it is seen, all seven cells are detected during
the whole flight path. Figure 9 depicts the RSRP of the detected ground communication
infrastructure at a height of 100 m above ground level (AGL). At low altitudes, the aircraft
does not fall with the coverage area of any sidelobe of remote towers, and only detects the
propagation of the closest tower.

It should be mentioned that in these simulations, we have not considered the multipath
reflections from main beams or strong sidelobes of the serving or neighbor cells at low
altitudes. However, at higher altitudes, these multipath reflections are too weak to be
considered. In this section, we have simulated flights at altitudes of 500 m AGL and
higher. The multihop wireless backhaul networks are a promising solution for providing
reliable and cost-effective connectivity in areas where traditional wired backhaul is not
feasible. As expected, the received power of a wireless communication signal decreases
with increasing distance between the transmitter and the receiver due to the inverse-square
law. Additionally, when the transmitter and the receiver are in motion relative to each
other, the frequency of the signal can be shifted due to the Doppler effect. This can lead to a
loss in signal quality and a decrease in the received signal power, which can further reduce
the range of the communication link. To overcome these issues, various techniques can be
used, such as increasing the transmitting power, using directional antennas, optimizing the
frequency band and modulation scheme used, and employing signal processing techniques
to mitigate the effects of fading and Doppler shift, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 7. Multihop wireless backhaul network.

Figure 8. Signal received power detected in ground infrastructure at a height of 100 m above
ground level.
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Figure 9. Signal received power detected in ground infrastructure at a height of 500 m above
ground level.

The velocity of the AAM vehicle can also affect the received signal distance, as higher
speeds can cause Doppler shift and signal attenuation. Assuming a line-of-sight commu-
nication scenario, the following table provides a rough estimate of the signal received
distances for different AAM vehicle velocities, assuming a transmitting power of 1 watt
and a receiving sensitivity of −100 dBm, as shown in Figure 10. Finally, a connected eVTOL
vehicle is designed to operate seamlessly and safely in complex urban environments, using
advanced connectivity and communication technologies to enable efficient and reliable
transportation for passengers and cargo.

Figure 10. Signal received distances for different AAM vehicle velocities.
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7. Conclusions

The paper highlights the future flight vision for connected AAM vehicles, driven
by advanced communications networks and operations approaches to support a new
ecosystem framework and critical flight safety system. Future connectivity and operation
challenges for AAM are predicted to be safely addressed to remove integration barriers
across different coverage zones. A new framework that integrates advance communica-
tions with operation and infrastructure was proposed to comply with strict end-to-end KPI
requirements of ultra-reliable, ultra-low-latency, and massive data-processing capabilities.
The paper focused on technical challenges associated with new air-to-ground connectivity
in AAM, including exploring new communication technologies and developing new han-
dover techniques, as well as investigating new approaches to ecosystem management. It
is suggested that sustainable AAM mobility scenarios require high standards of mobility
to protect human life. This study suggests several promising future research directions
to address the challenges associated with new air-to-ground connectivity. These include
exploring new communication technologies and protocols to improve the reliability and
efficiency of data transmission, developing new handover techniques to improve network
performance, and investigating new approaches for ecosystem management.
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